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While for clinical development of Gene Therapy Medicinal Products (GTMPs), the general scientific and ethical principles of 
drug development and available guidelines related to specific therapeutic areas and indications apply, there are a number of 

unique challenges when developing a GTMP. For instance, the choice of an optimal vector system for a specific condition is critical 
and needs to be justified. As gene therapy is a relatively new treatment modality, and clinical experience with these approaches is 
limited, the benefit-risk analysis considering the target indication and alternative treatment options is of special importance. In 
addition, specific aspects like the delivery method, often requiring surgery or any other invasive procedure, have to be considered 
early. Monitoring of subjects exposed in clinical trials needs to account for the risks of the specific GTMP and for the persistence 
of the GTMP and/or its pharmacological effects. As preclinical data usually is less informative in comparison to NCEs or NBEs the 
design of a first-in-human clinical trial does have unique challenges, including the determination of the optimal starting dose and an 
adequate dose escalation scheme. Taking these aspects into account, a first-in-human clinical trial with a GTMP does have specific 
design features differing from a typical first-in-human clinical trial with an NCE or NBE.
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